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A new proof of the analytiityof the eletroni density of moleules.Thierry JekoAGM, UMR 8088 du CNRS, Universit�e de Cergy-Pontoise,D�epartement de math�ematiques, site de Saint Martin,2 avenue Adolphe Chauvin,F-95302 Cergy-Pontoise �edex, Frane.e-mail: thierry.jeko�u-ergy.frweb: http://www.u-ergy.fr/tjeko/12-06-2009AbstratWe give a new, short proof of the regularity away from the nulei of the eletronidensity of a moleule obtained in [FHHS1, FHHS2℄. The new argument is based onthe regularity properties of the Coulomb interations underlined in [KMSW℄ and onwell-known ellipti tehnis.Keywords: Ellipti regularity, analyti ellipti regularity, moleular Hamiltonian,eletroni density, Coulomb potential.
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Analytiity of the eletroni density, 12-06-2009 21 Introdution.For the quantum desription of moleules, it is very useful to study the so-alled eletronidensity and, in partiular, its regularity properties. This has be done for moleules with�xed nulei: see [FHHS1, FHHS2, FHHS3℄ for details and referenes. The smoothness andthe analytiity of the density away from the nulei are proved in [FHHS1℄ and [FHHS2℄respetively. In this paper, we propose an alternative proof.Let us reall the framework and the preise results of [FHHS1, FHHS2℄. We onsider amoleule with N moving eletrons (N � 2) and L �xed nulei. While the distint vetorsR1; � � � ; RL 2 R3 denote the positions of the nulei, the positions of the eletrons are givenby x1; � � � ; xN 2 R3 . The harges of the nulei are given by the positive Z1; � � � ; ZL andthe eletroni harge is �1. In this piture, the Hamiltonian of the system isH := NXj=1���xj � LXk=1 Zkjxj � Rkj� + X1�j<j0�N 1jxj � xj0j (1.1)+ X1�k<k0�L ZkZk0jRk �Rk0 j ;where ��xj stands for the Laplaian in the variable xj. We denote the onstant andlast term in (1.1) by E0. Setting � := PNj=1�xj , the potential V of the system is themultipliation operator de�ned by H = ��+ V . Thanks to Hardy's inequality9 > 0 ; 8f 2W1;2(R3) ; ZR3�jtj�1 jf(t)j�2 dt �  ZR3 jrf(t)j2 dt ; (1.2)one an show that V is �-bounded with relative bound 0 and that H is self-adjoint on thedomain of the Laplaian �, namely W2;2(R3N ) (see Kato's theorem in [RS℄, p. 166-167).Let  2W2;2(R3N ) n f0g and E 2 R suh that H = E . Atually E is smaller than E0by [FH℄. The eletroni density assoiated to  is the following L1(R3)-funtion�(x) := NXj=1 ZR3(N�1) ��� (x1; � � � ; xj�1; x; xj; � � � ; xN )���2 dx1 � � �dxj�1dxj � � �dxN :Here we used N � 2. The regularity result is the followingTheorem 1.1. [FHHS1, FHHS2℄. The density � is real analyti on R3 n fR1; � � � ; RLg.Remark 1.2. In [FHHS1℄, it is proved that � is smooth on R3 nfR1; � � � ; RLg. This resultis then used in [FHHS2℄ to derive the analytiity.Now let us sketh the new proof of Theorem 1.1, the omplete proof and the notationused are given in Setion 2. We onsider the almost everywhere de�ned L2-funtion~ : R3 3 x 7!  (x; �; � � � ; �) 2W2;2(R3(N�1)) (1.3)and denote by k � k the L2(R3(N�1))-norm. By permutation of the variables, it suÆes toshow that the map R3 3 x 7! k ~ (x)k2 belongs to C!(R3 n fR1; � � � ; RLg;R), the spae of



Analytiity of the eletroni density, 12-06-2009 3real analyti funtions on R3 n fR1; � � � ; RLg with values in R. We de�ne the potentialsV0, V1 by V = V0 + V1 with V0(x) = E0 � LXk=1 Zkjx� Rkj : (1.4)We view the funtion ~ as a distributional solution in D0(R3 ;W2;2(R3(N�1))) of��x ~ + Q(x) ~ = 0 ; (1.5)where the x-dependent operator Q(x) 2 B := L(W2;2(R3(N�1)); L2(R3(N�1))) is given byQ(x) = ��x0 + V0 � E + V1 with �x0 = NXj=2�xj : (1.6)Considering (1.5) in a small enough neighbourhood 
 of some x0 2 R3 n fR1; � � � ; RLg,we pik from [KMSW℄ a x-dependent unitary operator Ux0(x) on L2(R3(N�1)) suh thatthe map W : 
 3 x 7! Ux0(x)V1(x)Ux0(x)�1 2 B (1.7)belongs to C!(
;B). It turns out that P0 = Ux0(��x��x0)U�1x0 is a di�erential operatorin x with analyti, di�erential oeÆients in B, and, as di�erential operator in all variables,it is ellipti. Applying Ux0 to (1.5) and setting ' = Ux0 ~ , we obtain�P0 + W (x) + V0(x) � E�' = 0 : (1.8)Sine Ux0(x) is unitary on L2(R3(N�1)), k ~ (x)k = k'(x)k. Thus, it suÆes to show that' 2 C!(
; L2(R3(N�1))). Using (1.8), a parametrix of the operator P0, and Hardy'sinequality (1.2), we show by indution that, for all k, ' 2 Wk;2(
;W2;2(R3(N�1))). Thus' 2 C1(
;W2;2(R3(N�1))). Finally we hek that we an follow the arguments in [H1℄ p.178-180 to get ' 2 C!(
; L2(R3(N�1))).The main idea in the onstrution of the unitary operator Ux0 is to hange, loally inx, the variables x2; � � � ; xN in a x-dependent way suh that the x-dependent singulari-ties 1=jx � xjj beomes loally x-independent (see Setion 2). In [KMSW℄, where thislever method was introdued, the nulei positions play the role of the x variable and thex2; � � � ; xN are the eletroni degrees of freedom. The validity of the Born-Oppenheimerapproximation is proved there for the omputation of the eigenvalues and eigenvetorsof the moleule. We point out that this method is the ore of a reently introdued,semilassial pseudodi�erential alulus adapted to the treatment of Coulomb singulari-ties in moleular systems, namely the twisted h-pseudodi�erential alulus (h being thesemilassial parameter). This alulus is due to A. Martinez and V. Sordoni in [MS℄.As one an see in [KMSW, MS℄, the above method works in a larger framework. So doTheorem 1.1 and our proof. For instane, we do not need the positivity of the hargesZk, the fat that E < E0, and the preise form of the Coulomb interation. We do notuse the self-adjointness (or the symmetry) of the operator H. We ould replae in (1.1)eah ��xj by jirxj + A(x)j2, where A is a suitable, analyti, magneti vetor potential.We ould also add a suitable, analyti exterior potential.



Analytiity of the eletroni density, 12-06-2009 4Let us now ompare our proof with the one in [FHHS1, FHHS2℄. Here we only use (al-most) lassial arguments of ellipti regularity. In [FHHS1, FHHS2℄, the ellipti regularityis essentially replaed by some H�older ontinuity regularity result on  . The authors in-trodued an adapted, smartly hosen variable w.r.t. whih they an derivate  . Here thex-dependent hange of variables produes regularity with respet to x. As external tools,we only exploit basi notions of pseudodi�erential alulus, the rest being elementary. In[FHHS1, FHHS2℄, a general, involved regularity result from the litterature on \PDE" isan important ingredient of the arguments. We believe that, in spirit, the two proofs aresimilar. The shortness and the relative simpliity of the new proof is due to the levermethod borrowed from [KMSW℄, whih transforms the singular potential V1 in an analytifuntion with values in B.Aknowledgment: The author is supported by the frenh ANR grant \NONAa"and bythe european GDR \DYNQUA". He thanks Vladimir Georgesu, Sylvain Gol�enia, Hans-Henrik Rugh, and Mathieu Lewin, for stimulating disussions. He also thanks the refereesfor onstrutive omments.2 Details of the proof.This setion is devoted to the ompletion of the proof of Theorem 1.1, skethed in Se-tion 1. We �rst introdue some notation and reall some well-known, basi fats.For a funtion f : Rd � Rn 3 (x;y) 7! f(x;y) 2 Rp , we denote by dxf the total derivativeof f w.r.t. x, by ��x f with � 2 Nd the orresponding partial derivatives. For � 2 Ndand x 2 Rd , D�x := (�i�x)� := (�i�x1)�1 � � � (�i�xd)�d , Dx = �irx, x� := x�11 � � �x�dd ,j�j := �1+ � � �+�d, �! := (�1!) � � � (�d!), jxj2 = x21+ � � �+x2d, and hxi := (1+ jxj2)1=2. If Ais a Banah spae and O an open subset of Rd , we denote by C1 (O;A) (resp. C1b (O;A),resp. C!(O;A)) the spae of funtions from O to A whih are smooth with ompatsupport (resp. smooth with bounded derivatives, resp. analyti). Let D0(O;A) denotesthe topologial dual of C1 (O;A). We use the traditional notation W k;2(O;A) for theSobolev spaes of L2(O;A)-funtions with k derivatives in L2(O;A), k 2 N . If A0 isanother Banah spae, we denote by L(A;A0) the spae of the ontinuous linear mapsfrom A to A0 and set L(A) = L(A;A). For A 2 L(A), AT denotes the transpose of Aand, if A has �nite dimension, DetA its determinant. By the Sobolev injetions,\k2NW k;2(O;A) � C1(O;A) : (2.1)It is well-known (f. [H3℄) that a funtion u 2 C1(O;A) is analyti if and only if, for anyompat K � O, one an �nd some onstant C suh that8� 2 Nd ; supx2K (D�xu)(x)A � C j�j+1 � (�!) : (2.2)Now let us onstrut Ux0 (see [KMSW, MS℄). Let � 2 C1 (R3 ;R) suh that �(x0) = 1and, for all k 2 f1; � � � ;Lg, � = 0 near Rk. For x; s 2 R3 , we set f(x;s) = s+�(s)(x�x0).Notie that 8(x; s) 2 (R3)2 ; f(x;x0) = x and f(x;s) = s if s 62 supp � : (2.3)



Analytiity of the eletroni density, 12-06-2009 5Sine (dsf)(x;s):s0 = s0 + hr�(s); s0i(x � x0), we an hoose a small enough, relativelyompat neighborhood 
 of x0 suh that8x 2 
 ; sups k(dsf)(x;s) � I3kL(R3) � 1=2 ; (2.4)I3 being the identity matrix of L(R3). Thus, for x 2 
, f(x;�) is a C1-di�eomorphism onR3 and we denote by g(x;�) its inverse. By (2.4) and a Neumann expansion in L(R3), wesee that, for (x; s) 2 
� R3 ,�(dsf)(x;s)��1 = I3 + � 1Xn=1��hr�(s); (x� x0)i�n�1�hr�(s); �i(x� x0) :Notie that the power series onverges uniformly w.r.t. s. This is still true for the seriesof the derivatives ��s , for � 2 N3 . Sine(dsg)(x; f(x;s)) = �(dsf)(x;s)��1 and (dxg)(x; f(x;s)) = �(dsg)(x; f(x;s))�(dxf)(x;s);we see by indution that, for �; � 2 N3 ,���x��s g�(x; f(x;s)) = X2N3(x� x0)a��(s) (2.5)on 
 � R3 , with oeÆients a�� 2 C1(R3 ;L(R3)). For � = � = 0, this follows fromg(x; f(x;s)) = s. Notie that, exept for (�; �; ) = (0;0;0) and for j�j = 1 with (�; ) =(0;0), the oeÆients a�� are supported in the ompat support of � .For x 2 R3 and y = (y2; � � � ; yN) 2 R3(N�1) , let F (x;y) = (f(x;y2); � � � ; f(x;yN)). Forx 2 
, F (x;�) is a C1-di�eomorphism on R3(N�1) satisfying the following properties:There exists C0 > 0 suh that, for all � 2 N3 , for all x 2 
, for all y; y0 2 R3(N�1) ,C�10 jy � y0j � jF (x;y)� F (x;y0)j � C0jy � y0j ; (2.6)j��xF (x;y)� ��xF (x;y0)j � C0jy � y0j ; (2.7)and, for j�j � 1 ; j��xF (x;y)j � C0 : (2.8)For x 2 
, denote by G(x;�) the inverse di�eomorphism of F (x;�). By (2.5), the funtions
� R3(N�1) 3 (x;y) 7! ���x��yG�(x; F (x;y)) ;for (�; �) 2 N3 � N3(N�1) , are also given by a power series in x with smooth oeÆientsin y. Given x 2 
, let Ux0(x) be the unitary operator on L2(R3(N�1)) de�ned by(Ux0(x)�)(y) = jDet(dyF )(x;y)j1=2�(F (x;y)) :The onjugated terms in (1.8) has been omputed in [KMSW, MS℄. Consider the funtions
 3 x 7! J1(x;�) 2 C1 �R3(N�1) ;L(R3(N�1) ;R3)� ;
 3 x 7! J2(x;�) 2 C1 (R3(N�1) ;R3) ;
 3 x 7! J3(x;�) 2 C1b �R3(N�1) ;L(R3(N�1))� ;
 3 x 7! J4(x;�) 2 C1 (R3(N�1) ;R3(N�1)) ;



Analytiity of the eletroni density, 12-06-2009 6de�ned by J1(x;y) = (dxG(x;y0))T�x; y0 = F (x;y)� ;J2(x;y) = ���Det dyF (x;y)���1=2Dx����Det dy0G(x;y0)���1=2�����y0=F (x;y) ;J3(x;y) = (dy0G(x;y0))T�x; y0 = F (x;y)� ;J4(x;y) = ���Det dyF (x;y)���1=2Dy0����Det dy0G(x;y0)���1=2�����y0=F (x;y) :Atually, the support of Jk(x;�), for k 6= 3, is ontained in the x-independent, ompatsupport of the funtion � (f. (2.3)). So do also the supports of the derivatives ��x ��y J3 ofJ3, for j�j+ j�j > 0. Thanks to (2.5), the Jk(�;y)'s an also be written as a power seriesin x with smooth oeÆients depending on y. NowUx0rxU�1x0 = rx + J1ry + J2 and Ux0rx0U�1x0 = J3ry + J4 : (2.9)In partiular, Ux0(x) preserves W2;2(R3(N�1)), for all x 2 
. Furthermore,P0 = Ux0���x � �x0�U�1x0 = ��x + J1(x; y;Dy) �Dx + J2(x; y;Dy) ; (2.10)where J2(x; y;Dy) is a salar di�erential operator of order 2 and J1(x; y;Dy) is a olumnvetor of 3 salar di�erential operators of order 1. More preisely, the oeÆients ofJ1(x; y;Dy) and of J2(x; y;Dy) + �y are ompatly supported, uniformly w.r.t. x. Inpartiular, these salar di�erential operators belong to B. By (2.5), they are given on 
by a power series of x with oeÆients in B and therefore are analyti funtions on 
 withvalues in B (f. [H3℄). Furthermore, one an hek that (2.10) is an ellipti operator asdi�erential operator in all variables, in the sense that the seond order part of its symbolp0(x; �; y; �) does not vanish for (�; �) 6= (0; 0). In fat, p0 belongs to the H�ormander lassS(m2; g) on 
� R3(N�1) , wherem(x; y; �; �) = �j�j2 + j�j2 + 1�1=2 and g = dx2 + dy2 + d�2=h�i2 + d�2=h�i2 :Thus (see [H2℄ for instane) we an �nd two pseudodi�erential operators P1 and R withsymbols p1; r 2 S(m�2; g) suh that P1P0 = I + R (I being the identity operator) and,for all k; ` 2 N , P1 2 L�Wk;2�
� R3(N�1)�;Wk+2;2�
� R3(N�1)�� ; (2.11)R 2 L�Wk;2�
� R3(N�1)�;Wk+`;2�
� R3(N�1)�� ; (2.12)Next, we look atW de�ned in (1.7). For j; j 0 2 f2; � � � ;Ng with j 6= j 0, for k 2 f1; � � � ;Lg,for x 2 
, Ux0(x)�jx� xjj�1�U�1x0 (x) = jf(x; x0)� f(x; yj)j�1 ; (2.13)Ux0(x)�jxj � Rkj�1�U�1x0 (x) = jf(x; yj)� f(x;Rk)j�1 ; (2.14)Ux0(x)�jxj � xj0 j�1�U�1x0 (x) = jf(x; yj)� f(x; yj0)j�1 : (2.15)



Analytiity of the eletroni density, 12-06-2009 7Lemma 2.1. The potential W in (1.7) is an analyti funtion from 
 to B.Proof: Notie that W is a sum of terms of the form (2.13), (2.14), and (2.15). We showthe regularity of (2.13). Similar arguments apply for the other terms. We �rst reall thearguments in [KMSW℄, whih prove the C1 regularity.Using the fat that dx(f(x;x0)� f(x;yj)) does not depend on x,D�x�jf(x;x0)� f(x;yj)j�1� = (�(x0)� �(yj))j�j �D� 1j � j�(f(x;x0)� f(x;yj))for x0 6= yj. By (2.6) and (2.7), we see that, for all � 2 N3 and for x0 6= yj,D�x�jf(x;x0)� f(x;yj)j�1� � C2j�j0 jf(x;x0)� f(x;yj)jj�j ����D� 1j � j ����(f(x;x0)� f(x;yj))� C2j�j0 C(j�j)) � jf(x;x0)� f(x;yj)j�1 ;thanks to 8� 2 N3 ; 9C(j�j) > 0 ; 8y 2 R3 n f0g ; ����D� 1j � j ����(y) � C(j�j)jyjj�j+1 : (2.16)Sine jx0j�1 is �x0-bounded by (1.2) and sine U(x0)(x) is unitary, jf(x;x0) � f(x;yj)j�1is U(x0)(x)�x0(U(x0)(x))�1-bounded with the same bounds. But, by (2.9),U(x0)(x)�x0U(x0)(x)�1���y + 1��1is uniformly bounded w.r.t. x. ThusD�x�jf(x;x0)� f(x;yj)j�1�B � C1C2j�j0 C(j�j) ; (2.17)uniformly w.r.t. � 2 N3 and x 2 
. Therefore W is a distribution whih derivativesbelong to L1(
), thus to L2(
). By (2.1), W is smooth.To show the analytiity ofW , we just add the following (known?) improvement of (2.16),that we prove in appendix below. There exists K > 0 suh that8� 2 N3 ; 8y 2 R3 n f0g ; ����D� 1j � j ����(y) � K j�j+1(j�j!)jyjj�j+1 : (2.18)Thus the l.h.s. of (2.17) is, for � 2 N3 and x 2 
, bounded by C1C2j�j0 K j�j+1(j�j!) �K j�j+11 (j�j!), for some K1 > 0. This yields the result by (2.2).Now we ome bak to (1.8) and want to follow usual arguments of ellipti regularity.We shall use well-known properties of pseudodi�erential operators of H�ormander lass(in partiular, omposition and boundedness on L2 properties, see [H2℄). It is natural toapply P1 (f. (2.11)) to (1.8) to arrive atR' + P1(W + V0 � E)' = �' : (2.19)



Analytiity of the eletroni density, 12-06-2009 8The main di�erene with the usual ellipti situation is that W has only a low regularityw.r.t. y. So we only expet that ' is an analyti funtion of x with valued in W2;2(R3(N�1)).The regularization properties of P1 and R (f. (2.11) and (2.12)) are not well suited tothis kind of regularity. Lemma 2.2 below will help us to overome this diÆulty. LetW := W2;2(R3(N�1)) and W0 := L2(R3(N�1)). Let D(P0) = f� 2 L2(
 � R3(N�1));P0� 2L2(
� R3(N�1))g, the domain of the operator P0 whih is atually W2;2(
� R3(N�1)).Lemma 2.2. Let k; j 2 N. Then R(Wj;2(
� R3(N�1))) � C1(
;W). If the propertyP(�; k) := �� 2 n~� 2 L2(
;W); ��x ~� 2 D(P0) ; j�j � ko�holds true then (W + V0 � E)� 2Wk+1;2(
;W0) and P1(W + V0 � E)� 2Wk+1;2(
;W).Proof: The �rst statement follows from (2.12) and the fat that Wj+2;2(
� R3(N�1)) �Wj;2(
;W), for all ` 2 Z. Assume P(�; k) true. Let � = �1 + �2 2 N3 suh that j�1j = 1and j�2j = k. Reall that W 2 C1(
;B) (f. Lemma 2.1) and that V0 � E is smooth on
. The hypothesis implies that � 2 Wk;2(
;W). Thus, by Leibniz formula, there exists~� 2 L2(
� R3(N�1)) suh that��x (W + V0 � E)� = ~� + (W + V0 � E)hDyi�1 � hDyi��1x hP0i�1 � hP0i��2x � :By (1.2), (W + V0 � E)hDyi�1 is bounded on L2(
 � R3(N�1)). By pseudodi�erentialalulus, so is also hDyi��1x hP0i�1. Using again P(�; k), we see that ��x (W + V0 � E)� 2L2(
� R3(N�1)). Thus (W + V0 � E)� 2Wk+1;2(
;W0). Take � 2 N3(N�1) with j�j � 2.By (2.11), we an �nd ~� 2W2;2(
� R3(N�1)) � L2(
;W) suh that��y ��xP1(W + V0 � E)� = ��y ~� + ��y [��x ;P1℄hDxi�j�j � hDxij�j(W + V0 � E)� :By pseudodi�erential alulus, ��y [��x ;P1℄hDxi�j�j is bounded on L2(
 � R3(N�1)). Thisshows that P1(W + V0 � E)� 2Wk+1;2(
;W).We show by indution on k the property P('; k) (f. Lemma 2.2). The initialization istrue sine the eigenfuntion ' 2 D(P0). Assume that P(';k) is true for some k. ByLemma 2.2, P1(W +V0�E)� 2Wk+1;2(
;W) and R' 2 C1(
;W). Thus (2.19) impliesthat ' 2Wk+1;2(
;W). Let � 2 N3 with j�j = k + 1. Applying ��x to (1.8), we obtainP0���x'� = �[��x ;P0℄hDxi�(k+1) � hDxik+1' � ��x (W + V0 � E)' :By Lemma 2.2, the last term belongs to L2(
�R3(N�1)). Reall (2.10). Sine ��x ommuteswith ��x, [��x ;P0℄ is a di�erential operator of order k + 1 + 1 � 1 = k + 1 w.r.t. xwith di�erential oeÆients in B. Thus [��x ;P0℄hDxi�(k+1) is a bounded operator fromL2(
;W) to L2(
;W0). Using again that ' 2Wk+1;2(
;W), we onlude that P0(��x') 2L2(
� R3(N�1)), that is ��x' 2 D(P0). Therefore P('; k + 1) is true.We have proven that P('; k) holds true, for all k. Thus ' 2 C1(
;W) by (2.1). We havereovered the result in [FHHS1℄. Note that, to get it, we need neither the re�ned bounds(2.18) nor the power series mentioned above but just use the fat that the funtionsf; g; F;G are smooth w.r.t. x.
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;W0), we shall use the proof of Theorem 7.5.1 in [H1℄, the equation(7.5.1) there being replaed here by (1.8). So we view the latter as P (x;Dx)' = 0 whereP (x;Dx) is a di�erential operator with analyti di�erential oeÆients in B = L(W;W0).We �rst show that, for some C > 0,8v 2 C1 (
;W) ; 8� 2 N3 with j�j � 2 ;kD�xvkL2(
;W0) � CkP (x;Dx)vkL2(
;W0) + CkvkL2(
;W0) : (2.20)This is true if P (x;Dx) is replaed by ��x � �x0 . Reall (2.10). Note that, for v 2C1 (
;W),k(��x ��x0)vkL2(
;W0) = kP0Ux0vkL2(
;W0) and kvkL2(
;W0) = kUx0vkL2(
;W0) ;sine, for all x 2 
, Ux0(x) is unitary on W0 and preserves W. This implies that (2.20)is true for � = 0 with P (x;Dx) replaed by P0. Writing, for v 2 C1 (
;W) and j�j � 2,D�xv = D�xP1 �P0v�D�xRv, we see, thanks to (2.11), that (2.20) holds true with P (x;Dx)replaed by P0 and for j�j � 2. Sine V is (�x +�x0)-bounded with relative bound 0, Wis P0-bounded with relative bound 0, by the properties of Ux0 . Thus (2.20) holds true.Now we follow the proof of Theorem 7.5.1 in [H1℄, replaing the estimate (7.5.2) in [H1℄by the weaker estimate (2.20) and keeping in mind that the oeÆients a� of our operatorP (x;Dx) are di�erential operators in B. One an hek that (2.20) is suÆient to getthe estimate (7.5.3) in [H1℄. In the estimates (7.5.5) and (7.5.6) in [H1℄, we just have toremplae the absolute value of eah D�xa� by its norm in B and use Lemma 2.1. Then thearguments in [H1℄ gives the desired result.A AppendixUsing the multidimensional Fa�a di Bruno formula (f. [Ha℄ and [Fe℄ p. 222), we provehere the following extension of (2.18) that we used above. For d 2 N� , there exists K > 0suh that 8� 2 Nd ; 8y 2 Rd n f0g ; �D� 1j � j�(y) � K j�j+1(j�j!)jyjj�j+1 : (A.1)In dimension one, it is elementary. We did not �nd in the literature a referene for themultidimensional ase.We see the funtion j � j�1 as the omposition of f : (0; +1) 3 t 7! t1=2 2 R withg : Rd n f0g 3 y 7! jyj2 2 (0; +1). Given � 2 Nd , let n = j�j and introdue n variablesx1; � � � ; xn suh that, for j 2 f1; � � � ; dg,j�1j+ � � �+ j�j�1j < ` � j�1j+ � � �+ j�jj =) x` = yj :By x` = yj, we mean that the variable x` is atually (a opy of) the variable yj. Thus�D� 1j � j�(y) = �D�(f Æ g)�(y) = �n(f Æ g)�x1 � � ��xn (y) :



Analytiity of the eletroni density, 12-06-2009 10Now the multidimensional Fa�a di Bruno formula in [Ha℄ tells us that�n(f Æ g)�x1 � � ��xn (y) = X�2Pn f (j�j)(g(y)) �Yb2� �jbjg(�x)b (y) : (A.2)Here Pn denotes the set of partitions of f1; � � � ; ng, j�j denotes the number of subsetsof f1; � � � ; ng present in the partition �, and jbj denotes the ardinal of a subset b of thepartition �. For p 2 N , f (p) is the p-th derivative of f and, for b 2 � with � 2 Pn,�jbjg=(�x)b is the jbj-th derivative of g w.r.t. the variables xj, for j 2 b. Sine g is aquadrati polynomial, �jbjg=(�x)b vanishes if jbj > 2. Furthermore, for jbj � 2,���� �jbjg(�x)b (y)���� � 2 jyj2�jbj : (A.3)Let Qn be the set of partitions � 2 Pn suh that j�j � 2. ThenQn = Gp2f0;��� ;E(n=2)gQn;p with Qn;p = n� 2 Qn; jfb 2 �; jbj = 2gj = po ;where E(n=2) denotes the integer part of n=2. Denoting by Cpn = n! � (p!)�1 � ((n� p)!)�1the binomial oeÆients, the ardinal jQn;pj of Qn;p is given by:1p! � p�1Yk=0 C2n�2k = n!((n� 2p)!) � (p!) � 12p :We also note that, for � 2 Qn;p, � ontains p pairs thus n = (j�j�p)+2p and j�j = n�p.So, we an rewrite (A.2) as�n(f Æ g)�x1 � � ��xn (y) = E(n=2)Xp=0 f (n�p)(g(y)) X�2Qn;p Yb2� �jbjg(�x)b (y)and, using (A.3), get the bound�����D� 1j � j�(y)���� � E(n=2)Xp=0 ���f (n�p)(g(y))��� � (2jyj)n�2p � 2p � jQn;pj :Sine, for all k 2 N and all t > 0, f (k)(t) = (�1)k4�k � (2k)! � (k!)�1 � t�1=2�k,�����D� 1j � j�(y)���� � E(n=2)Xp=0 12n�p (2n� 2p)!(n� p)! � n!((n� 2p)!) � (p!) 12p � 1jyjn+1� n!2njyjn+1 E(n=2)Xp=0 (2n� 2p)!((n� p)!)2 �Cpn�p :Using Stirling's formula: n! � e�nnnp2�n, we an �nd some onstant L > 0 suh that,for all p 2 f0; � � � ; E(n=2)g,(2n� 2p)!((n� p)!)2 � Ln and Cpn�p � Ln �Cpn :Now (A.1) follows from the bound�����D� 1j � j�(y)���� � L2n2n � n!jyjn+1 E(n=2)Xp=0 Cpn � L2n2n � n!jyjn+1 � 2n = L2nn!jyjn+1 :
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